Curriculum Overview for: Year 3
Academic Year 2018_19
Subject

Autumn

Spring

Summer

English

Class Text: Ug the Stone Age Genius
Talk for Writing
portal stories: setting description
recount: diary writing
defeating a monster stories: character
description
instructions: heading and subheadings
poetry: description
Maths No Problem
Number: numbers to 1000
Number: addition and subtraction
Number: multiplication facts 3, 4 and 8
times tables
Number: multiplication and division
Reasoning

Class Text: Egyptian Cinderella
Talk for Writing
transformation tale: speech
information text: heading and
subheadings
warning tale: speech and character
feelings
recount: newspaper
Maths No Problem
Measure: length
Measure: mass
Measure: volume
Measure: money
Measure: time
Statistics: picture and bar graphs
Reasoning
Healthy Eating and Healthy bodies
Food groups and growth of food.
Muscles and the skeleton.
Light
E-safety
Creating documents: Developing word
processing skills
Desktop publishing: Using computers to
create drawings and posters

Class Text: Journey to the River Sea
Talk for Writing
suspense stories: building suspense
non-chronological report: range of
conjunctions
explanation: range of conjunctions
poetry: description

Maths

Science

Computing

Rocks and Soils
Forces and Magnets

E Safety
Safety on the internet and acceptable
behaviours online.
Coding: Using SCRATCH to create an
animated character and create programmes
to control the character.

Maths No Problem
Number: fractions
Geometry: angles
Geometry: lines and shapes
Geometry: perimeter
Reasoning

Plants

E-safety
Internet research: Understanding networks
and the internet; using the internet for
research
Digital presentation: Use software to present
information and develop presentation skills

Subject

Autumn

Spring

History

Ancient Britain
Research using a range of sources on
changes in Britain from the Stone Age

Ancient Egypt
Research using a range of sources on the
achievements and impact of this early
civilisation

Geography

Around the U.K.
Locating counties, rivers and changes.
Using geographical vocabulary.

The UK and Egypt
Identify similarities and differences
between places and develop map and field
work skills.

Drawing and painting: cave paintings- using
natural and man-made forms
Sewing

Complimentary colours and tone:
Exploring colour mixing, complimentary,
cold and warm and tones.
Using complimentary colours and printing
techniques in the style of Jasper Johns.
Healthy Eating:
Design and make packaging and a healthy
wrap.
Judaism

Art and design

Design and
technology
Religious Education
French

Music
Physical Education
PSHE
Educational Visits

Levers: moving prehistoric animals

Christianity-Jesus’ birth.
All about me, numbers and colours:
Ask and answer simple questions.
Repeat sentences heard and begin to use
accurate pronunciation.
Let your Spirits Fly- singing as an ensemble
Gymnastics
Team Skills : Rounders and hockey
Being me in my world.
Celebrating Differences.
Butser Farm

Weather and objects in school:
Use simple adjectives to describe.
Recognise familiar words in written form.
Percussion instruments: Playing
instruments as a group and individually
Dance
Team skills: Basketball and tennis
Dreams and Goals
Healthy Me
Egyptian Workshop - subject to
confirmation

Summer

Rainforests
Identify physical and human features of
locality.
Explain weather conditions.
Deforestation-recognise different views.
Collage and Shading:
Rainforest collage in the style of Henri
Rousseau.
Shading using different media.
Building structures:
Rainforest tree houses
Hinduism
Animals and food:
Write single words from memory.
Record descriptive sentences from a word
bank.
Appreciate music from across the globe reggae music
Swimming
Athletics: Field and track skills
Relationships
The Living Rainforest- subject to confirmation

